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Artform Industries

Melting pot

Hera lights are used throughout the
kitchen to provide extra light for benchtops
and a softening effect on the space.

This bold kitchen with striking angles and look-at-me colours incorporates subtle
techniques to merge seamlessly with the contemporary home it resides in.
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THE BRIEF

THE SOLUTION

Artform Industries and Kleenmaid Osborne Park’s senior
design consultant Roger Davis were enlisted to produce a
functional kitchen that exuded contemporary style. Using
bold colours and interesting shapes and forms, the kitchen
was to look extraordinary and reflect the modern styling
of the clients’ new home.

An island with angular lines creates a fascinating
feature in the centre of the kitchen with bold reds and
aluminium.
The island houses the dishwasher, drawers and a polystone
benchtop that features a built-in draining board and surrounds
the sink, which appears to slip straight into the floor.

The pantry was created to double as a mini scullery
for food preparation. It features an internal benchtop
where small appliances can be stored and used. For larger
appliances and utensils, soft-closing inner drawers and
300mm-deep open shelves make ideal storage locations.
Next to the fridge, some striking feature shelves add
another dimension to the kitchen. Recessed panels
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The use of aluminium and
frosted glass not only add depth to
the kitchen via their reflective surface, they
also complement the rest of the home’s style.

ABOUT artform
industries

Three pendant lights add
another contemporary edge to the kitchen.

With an uncompromising commitment to
quality that extends from selection of materials
to client service, Artform Industries provides an
end-to-end, affordable solution.

An island with angular lines creates a fascinating feature
in the centre of the kitchen with bold reds and aluminium.
finished with two pack automotive lacquer have been
hand polished to create an eye-catching effect.
The transition between the kitchen and living areas is
softened due to the panels, particularly when the Hera
lights are utilised.
Hera lights are again used in the pelmet of the kitchen,
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between the overheads and the benchtop, illuminating
the worktops and creating a great visual display with the
doors and cabinets simultaneously.
The back wall of the kitchen mirrors the island in colour
and form. Stainless steel door handles offer an interesting
contrast against the cherry red, while mimicking the

flowing curves in the island.
The clean lines of the kitchen are further highlighted by
the simple lines of the Kleenmaid appliances that appear
to melt into the kitchen.
Depth is added to the kitchen via the extensive use of
aluminium and frosted glass, which create a reflective surface.

fast FACTS
n	Unit 1/302 Victoria Road, Malaga

Phone: (08) 9248 3838 or 0419 908 195
Email: artform@iinet.net.au
n Kitchen design: Roger Davis
n	Kitchen Construction:

Daniel Manester of Artform Industries
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Artform Industries specialises in customdesigned kitchens and bathrooms. Catering for
both traditional and contemporary styles, the
business organises all required trades to ensure
clients are guaranteed a total, finished solution.

